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 BSTR CT 

This study presents a new inverse method to determine tensile flow properties from a 

single indentation force-depth curves. A database is established to replace the iterative FE 

calculations in conventional inverse methods and therefore can process the indentation data 

more quickly and easily. An axisymmetric FE model is constructed to simulate the elastic-

plastic response of indention. Assuming the materials follow Ludwic constitutive model, by 

systematically changing the material parameters, numerous indentation force-depth curves are 

extracted from simulation results to establish the database. For a given experimental indentation 

curves, a mean square error (MSE) is designated to evaluate the deviations between the 

experimental curve and each curve in the database. Then, the relation of deviations versus 

stresses are investigated to acquire the true stresses at a series of plastic strain. To validate the 

new method, three different steels, i.e. A508, 316L and 2.25Cr1Mo are selected. Both simulated 

indentation curves and experimental indentation curves are used as inputs of the database to 

inversely acquire the flow properties. The result indicates that the proposed approach provides 

impressive accuracy when simulated indentation curves is used, but is less accurate when an 

experimental curve is used. This new method can quickly derive tensile properties without 

iterative calculations that yield a considerable computational costs and are therefore adaptive 

to engineering application.  

Kwy ds e: Spherical indentation test; Database method; Uniaxial stress-strain relationship. 
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1.AIehsd uchndeA  

Indentation technique is generally take as a non-destructive method with the advantage of 

local characterization. It provides a feasible approach to determine the mechanical properties 

for in-service equipment [1-3], welded joints [4, 5], thin film materials [6-8], etc. The flow 

properties that describe the plastic hardening behaviors of materials have a widespread 

application in many cases such as structural design, numerical simulation and thus has been 

extensively investigated by indentation technique. Traditionally, the flow properties are 

obtained by establishing a conversion relationship between the indentation response and the 

elastic-plastic parameters of materials with empirical [1, 9-11] or analytical approaches [12-15]. 

However, such procedures are usually complicated due to the geometric and material 

nonlinearity and a significant contact problem (e.g. the effect of ‘pile-up’ and ‘sink-in’). 

Moreover, the stress state under the indenter is definitely different from that from uniaxial 

tensile test, which increases the difficulties for evaluation of the flow curves from the 

indentation tests. 

Recently, with the development of computational algorithms, several reverse strategies 

incorporating finite element simulations with optimum theory have been proposed. Based on 

the inverse tools, the material parameters can be directly extracted from the indentation 

response of materials without determining any equation that corresponds indentation response 

to the elastic-plastic parameters of materials. A commonly used tool is optimum algorithms [4, 

6, 16-20]. Generally, the deviation between experimental and predictive data is considered as 

the objective function. And then an intelligence algorithm is employed to improve the predictive 

data by minimizing the objective value using the iterative FE simulations. J. Luo et.al. [18, 19] 



 

 

firstly proposed the use of an optimization approach to extract the elastic-plastic parameters 

using a single loading-unloading indentation curve. Sun et.al. [4] determined the mechanical 

parameters of the weld zone with the micro-indentation data where the genetic algorithm (GA) 

is used for solving the inverse problem. Huang et.al. [17] employed the least-square difference 

between the experimental and simulated force-depth curve as the objective and identified the 

materials parameters with a modified particle swarm algorithm (PSO) which increases the 

ability to obtain a global optimal solution. Note that although these approaches have been 

widely reported, there are still several limitations. Firstly, an initial guess of material parameters 

is necessary and usually determined empirically and these values show a highly influence on 

the convergence speed. The improper guess values may impair the accuracy and efficiency of 

the algorithm. Secondly, it’s possible that the iteration end up in a local optimum owing to the 

drawbacks of algorithms. More significantly, extensive iterative simulations for each parameter 

identification are required and therefore yield a considerable time and computational cost. 

Another efficient inverse tool that are widely used is artificial neural networks (ANN) [21-

23]. By adjusting the weights of connections between the artificial neurons, the ANN is trained 

by the data from finite element analyses. Then, the trained ANN was used to determine the 

material properties when presented with the indentation force-depth curves. The advantage of 

an ANN is that the material parameters can be quickly acquired as the corresponding 

indentation data is inputted. The structure of the ANN (i.e. dimension of the model input, and 

sizes of the network layer and neurons) has a greatly influence on the predictive ability. 

However, there is no specific rule for improving the structure of ANNs. What’s more, 

transforming the inverse problem which refers to determine the flow properties from 



 

 

indentation results into a network problem is always difficult. 

In this study, a new method is presented to predict the flow properties from a single 

indention F-h curve where a database is used for solving the inverse problem. The database can 

replace the iterative algorithms to minimize the objective function and thus iterative FE 

simulations are not required in the new method. Firstly, by numerous finite element simulations 

with constitutive parameters varied systematically in a large range, a database that contain 

indentation force-depth curves is established. Then, by placing the experimental indentation 

response into the prepared database, a series of true stress plastic strain points are extracted. 

The feasibility of this new method was verified through a comparison of predicted tensile 

properties with the experimental tensile results using three steels. 

2.AMahwsnaleAae Awxpwsnewehe 

Three steels, A508, 2.25Cr1Mo, 316L, which are commonly used in chemical industry, 

are researched in this study. The optical microstructures are shown in Fig. 1, indicating that the 

microstructure of SA508 steel consists of tempered bainite and 2.25Cr1Mo is bainite with a 

small amount of ferrite. 316L stainless steel is austenite equiaxed grains with a small amount 

of delta ferrite distributed on the grain boundaries. These steels are manufactured by forging 

process and therefore regarded as homogeneous and isotropic materials, which is also validated 

by these microstructures. 

The tensile tests were conducted on these steels according to Chinese standard GB/T 

228.1-2010. Specimens are fabricated into round bar with gauge radius 8mm and length 40mm. 

The loading procedures are controlled by displacement with a rate of 0.015mm/min at room 

temperature, which can be regarded as quasi-static process and thus viscoplastic effect is 



 

 

neglected. 

The spherical indentation tests are conducted using self-developed machine with a force 

resolution of 0.5N and displacement resolution of 0.1 μm. 50×10×10 mm specimens with the 

measuring surface paralleled to the bottle surface and polished by a 2000 grit sandpapers was 

adopted. A tungsten carbide spherical indenter with the diameter of 0.79 mm is used. A vertical 

displacement rate of 0.03mm/min is imposed to the indenter until the indented depth reaches to 

12% of the indenter diameter, namely 0.0948mm. The experiments are slow and therefore 

considered as quasi-static process.  

  

 

Fig. 1 The optical microstructures for (a) A508, (b) 316L and (c) 2.25Cr1Mo 

3.ADahabaewAappsdacoAed wlneg 

3.1.AFnenhwAwlweweheAed wl 

Taking the features of spherical indentation test into consideration, an axisymmetric model 

is adopted using ABAQUS/Standard 2018 to reduce the computational time (shown in Fig. 2). 



 

 

The spherical indenter with a diameter of 0.79 mm is designated as an analytical rigid body 

since the deformation is generally ignored compared with the deformation of specimen. The 

specimen is modelled as a cylinder with the height of 3mm and the radius of 4 mm and meshed 

into over 7000 elements using CAX4R element type. To make a balance between the accuracy 

and computational cost of the model, the meshes are locally refined with 0.01 mm edge size 

element in the contact region and gradually coarse far away from the contact region. Constraint 

along the Y-axial is imposed to the bottom of the specimen. A vertical displacement was applied 

to the indenter until the indentation depth reaches to 0.0948mm (12% of the indenter diameter). 

The friction coefficient between the contact surfaces of specimen and indenter is fixed at 0.2 

according to previous studies [16, 24]. 

In the elastic-plastic indentation simulations, material parameters including the Young’s 

module E, Poisson's ratio 𝜈, and the flow curve that describes the materials hardening behavior 

should be given. For most steels, the hardening behavior can be described by Ludwick 

hardening model: 

 0

n

pK      (1) 

Here 𝜎 and 𝜀𝑝 are the true stress and true plastic strain, respectively. 0  is the initial yield 

strength, K is the strength coefficient and n denote the strain hardening exponent. Thus material 

constants in the FE model are characterized with a parameter vector T

0[ , , , , ]E K n x . In 

fact, E and v have little influence on the FE results for commonly used steels. To reduce the 

computational cost, the Young’s module E and Poisson's ratio 𝜈  are empirically fixed at 

210000 MPa and 0.3 , respectively . The parameter vector is reduced to T

0=[ , , ]K nx . To 



 

 

establish a database that cover a wide range of materials, systemat0ically varied parameter 

vectors are used to create the Python script files with MATLAB code, and then the Python 

scripts are run by ABAQUS/Standard to acquire the force-depth curves. Over 20000 parameter 

vectors denoted by 𝒙𝒋 (1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑁) are used. N is the number of vectors in the database. Table 

1 shows the range of varied parameters set. 

 

Fig. 2 Finite element model of Indentation tests 

TablwA1APossible range of parameter vector 𝒙𝒊 for the database 

Constitutive model Ludwik 

Parameters  𝜎0 (MPa) K (MPa) n 

Minimum value 100 100 0.06 

Maximum value 880 1500 0.96 

Interval 30 30 0.03 

3.2.APsdcw usweAfdsAuenaxnalAfld ApsdpwshnweA whwseneahnde 

Fig. 3 shows the schematic illustration for determining the flow properties of metal 

materials with a single F-h curve based on the application of the database. The FE model in the 

section 2.1 provides the indentation F-h curves of the database. When an experimental force-

depth curve is prepared, a mean square error (MSE) is used to calculate the difference error 

between the force-depth curve in the database and that from experiments, which is defined as： 
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Where jx   is the 
thj   vector, T

0[ , , ]K njx  . exp

i
F   and  sim

iF jx  are the indentation 

forces at the depth of data point i for the experimental material and the jth vector in the database. 

M is the total number of data points used in the indentation curve. 

 

Fig. 3 flow chart for the new inverse method to determine the flow properties of metal 

materials  

 



 

 

 

Fig. 4 Typical ( )f x - ( )
i

 x  relationship indicating convergent ( )
i

 x  with 

decreasing ( )f x  

To describe the flow properties, a series of plastic strain values, namely 
i

=0.002,0.01,0.02,0.04,0.06,0.08,0.1,0.15,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5 are selected and then the issues turns 

to the extraction of corresponding true stresses. The true stress correlated to i  for vector x in 

the database (denoted as ( )
i

 x ) can be calculated with Eq. (1). To determine the true stress 

i
  of interesting material, the relation of ( )f x  versus ( )

i
 x  are investigated in a two-

dimensional coordinate system where the x and y-axis represent ( )f x   and ( )
i

 x  , 

respectively. Fig. 4 shows the typical ( )f x  - ( )
i

 x   relationship, which reveals that there 

exists an approximate linear lower and upper boundaries and the varied range of ( )
i

 x  is 

gradually narrow with decreasing ( )f x . An appropriate explanation for this is that a smaller 

( )f x  means a better matched indentation curve with the experiment one and consequently 

results in a closer ( )
i

 x  to the experimental value. Ideally, when ( )f x  is approximate to 

zero, ( )
i

 x  are tended to converge to an exact value, which can be regarded as the true stress 

correlated to i for the experimental material. Notice that with the facts that the scale of the 

database is finite and the experimental curves are not definitely noise-free, ( )f x  cannot be 



 

 

zero. Here we specified a boundary line along the lower and upper boundary and employ the 

average value of the point of intersection of the boundary line and y-axis as the true stress the 

experimental material. According to a series of ( )f x   vs. ( )
i

 x   relationships involving 

different plastic strain i , the stresses at different plastic strains are extracted. 

As can be seen from the procedures, the database replaced the costly iterative numerical 

inverse analysis, which therefore provides an easy, and quick route for measuring the flow 

properties compared with other inverse method. In addition, the prediction of local optimum is 

avoided since the new approach requires no initial guess of parameters and the parameter range 

in the database is enough wide. 

4.ARweulheAae A necueendeA  

4.1AUenaxnalAhweenlwAae Ane wehahndeAsweulhe 

According to the constant volume in plastic deformation, the true stress-strain curves are 

derived from the experimental engineering curves: 

 
e e

e

= (1 )

= ln(1 )
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Where   and   are true stress and strain， e  and e  are engineering stress and strain. 

Fig. 5 shows the true stress-strain curves for the three materials, which have definitely different 

plastic behaviors. It is noted that only the segment before necking are employed. A508 and 

2.25Cr1Mo have relatively high yield strengths and low plastic deformation ability. On the 

contrast, S316L is good ductile material with a lower yield strength. In addition, A508 and 

2.25Cr1Mo shows a good power law hardening behaviors, while linear hardening provides a 



 

 

better description for 316L. Fig. 5 indicates that the fitting results of the three materials matched 

their true stress-strain well. The Ludwic fitting parameters are listed in Table 2. 

The experimental F-h curves for the three materials are depicted in Fig. 6. It should be 

emphasized that the FE model used for construction of the database plays an important role in 

accurately predicting the tensile properties, since the database is employed to process the 

experimental indentation F-h curves. To validate the FE model, we employed the Ludwic 

parameters listed in Table 2 as inputs of FE model and extracted the simulated F-h curves. Fig. 

6 shows that the simulated F-h curves, in general, agreed well with the corresponding 

experimental curves, indicating the accuracy of the FE model. For 316L, the simulated 

indentation data is a little higher than experimental one. This may result from the fitting error 

of tensile curves.  

 

Fig. 5 True stress strain curves extracted from uniaxial tensile tests: (a) A508 and 

2.25Cr1Mo; (b) S316L 



 

 

 

Fig. 6 Indentation force-depth curves measured from experiments and extracted from 
FE model with material parameters presented. 

Table 2 Ludwic parameters of three materials fitted by experimental results 

Ludwic parameters 𝜎0 (MPa) K (MPa) n 

A508 503.6 838 0.521 

2.25Cr1Mo 766.3 848.1 0.440 

S316L 355.8 1381 1 

4.2 Prediction of uniaxial flow properties 

With the proposed database method, uniaxial flow properties are determined from a single 

indention F-h curve. Here both indentation force-depth curves extracted from FE model and 

measured from experiments are employed as the inputs. Actually, many previous studies 

applied numerical results to validate the accuracy of a new proposed model. The numerical 

results do not contain noise in experiments and thus can better evaluate the feasibility of the 

model.  

Fig. 7 shows the predicted stresses obtained from the relationship of ( )f x  versus 
( )

i
 x

 

when the simulated indentation data of three materials are used as inputs. The solid lines 

represent fitted results of experimental data. Note that only true stresses before the onset of 



 

 

necking are extracted. For A508 and 2.25Cr1Mo, the plastic strain are less than 0.1 (seen from 

Fig. 5 (a)) and for 316L, the value is less than 0.5 (Fig. 5 (b)). To avoid repentance, partial 

( )f x  - ( )
i

 x   relationships are presented in the figures. It can be seen that the minimum 

deviation ( )f x   reaches to a level that less than 0.2%, which indicate the ( )f x  - ( )
i

 x  

relationships show good convergence. Comparisons results show that the predicted stresses of 

the three materials are in excellent agreement with the fitted tensile data for A508 and 316L. 

However, the result of S316L (Fig. 7 (c)), indicates the predicted stresses at =0.2 and 0.4i

have bigger errors than others. A possible explanation is that the plastic deformation of region 

underneath the indenter is constraint by surrounding materials, and thus the overall plastic strain 

is limited at a small range. Fig. 8 depicts the distribution of equivalent plastic strain of a 

representative indentation simulation. It is seen that the strain larger than 0.5 is distributed on 

the region underneath the indenter between 0-45 degrees, taking a small region of the overall 

volume. Therefore, the flow curves at larger strain has little influence on the indentation F-h 

curves. When indention curves are used to derive the uniaxial flow properties inversely, larger 

errors may occur at larger plastic strains.  

 

 



 

 

 
Fig. 7 Flow curves fitted from experimental tensile results and predicted using 

database method with simulated indentation data as inputs for (a) A508, (b) 2.25Cr1Mo and 
(c) 316L 

 

 

Fig. 8 The distribution of equivalent plastic strain. 

Fig. 9 shows the predicted stresses when the experimental indentation F-h curves of the three 

materials are used as inputs. The solid lines represent the experimental flow curves. As expected, 

the minimum f(x) is larger than that for simulated curves as inputs, demonstrating that the 

convergence is inferior to the result of simulated curves as inputs. As explained in previous 

study [25], when employing the experimental indentation F-h curves, the quality of the data 

may be impaired owing to inevitable noise, which results in the intrinsic deviation between the 

experimental curves and the curves in the database. Nevertheless, Fig. 9 shows that the 

predicted stress values still follow the experimental flow curves reasonably well.  



 

 

 

Fig. 9 Flow curves measured from experimental tensile results and predicted using 
database method with experimental indentation data as inputs for (a) A508, (b) 2.25Cr1Mo 

and (c) 316L 

The material parameters are given in Table 3. As expected, the simulated indentation data 

provide a more accurate material parameters when compared with the experimental indentation 

data. Moreover, it is interesting to notice that material parameters from the simulated 

indentation data have considerable difference with that from the experimental indentation data 

although the simulated and experimental curves are quite consistent (see Fig. 6). This reveals 

that when a single indentation F-h curve are employed to inversely determine the tensile curve, 

a small difference in F-h curves may account for a large deviation of the tensile curves. For this 

reason, high-resolution experimental indentation curves that reflect the true elastic-plastic 

response of materials is necessary when inverse approaches are used.  



 

 

From the above discussion, the advantage of this new method is that a database replaced 

the iterative FE calculations in conventional inverse methods and thus can process the 

indentation data more quickly and easily. However, it should also be emphasized that the 

predicted stresses are estimated artificially, which may cause subjective errors.  

Table 3. Material parameters fitted from the stress-strain data 

 Predicted (input: FE data) Predicted (input: experimental 

data) 

experimental 

Material  0  K n 0  K n 0  K n 

A508 493 834 0.50 495 706 0.46 503 838 0.52 

2.25Cr1Mo  736 839 0.39 674 804 0.31 766 848 0.44 

316L 379 1155 1 322 1555 1 355 1381 1 

5ACdecluende 

In the present study, a new approach was suggested for extraction of material uniaxial flow 

curves by employing a single spherical indentation test incorporated with the database. Three 

different steels i.e. A508, 2.25Cr1Mo, S316L are employed to validate the accuracy of the 

proposed approach. To make a comparison research, both experimental and simulated 

indentation force-depth curves are used as inputs. The following conclusion can be drawn 

according to the researches above: 

1) The database method can provide high-quality predictions when simulated indentation 

F-h curves are used as inputs. When experimental F-h curves are employed, the 

predicted ability is inferior but follow the tensile flow curves reasonable well.  

2) The predictive ability of stresses at larger strain are impaired, since the tensile curves 



 

 

at larger strain has little contributions to the indentation curves. 

3) A small difference in F-h curves may account for a large deviation of the tensile curves, 

when inverse approaches are used to determine the tensile curve from a single 

indentation F-h curve.  
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Figure 1

The optical microstructures for (a) A508, (b) 316L and (c) 2.25Cr1Mo



Figure 2

Finite element model of Indentation tests



Figure 3

�ow chart for the new inverse method to determine the �ow properties of metal materials



Figure 4

ypical f(x)-σsi(x) relationship indicating convergent σsi(x) with decreasing f(x)



Figure 5

True stress strain curves extracted from uniaxial tensile tests: (a) A508 and 2.25Cr1Mo; (b) S316L

Figure 6

Indentation force-depth curves measured from experiments and extracted from FE model with material
parameters presented.



Figure 7

Flow curves �tted from experimental tensile results and predicted using database method with simulated
indentation data as inputs for (a) A508, (b) 2.25Cr1Mo and (c) 316L



Figure 8

The distribution of equivalent plastic strain.



Figure 9

Flow curves measured from experimental tensile results and predicted using database method with
experimental indentation data as inputs for (a) A508, (b) 2.25Cr1Mo and (c) 316L


